METAL DETECTORS
CS440XD
CS770XD
CS1MX
CS990XD
CS1220XD

OVER 40
YEARS OF
KNOW-HOW

User-friendly and
Affordable, ‘proper’
metal detectors.
- The CS440XD, CS770XD and CS1MX all feature the same simple, no nonsense
case, stem and head configuration:
- The ARM SAVER / STEM Assembly has been designed for ease of use
and perfect balance.
- The LIGHTWEIGHT CONTROL BOX ensures CSCOPE BEGINNER DETECTORS
are especially easy on the arm.
- The quick, secure LENGTH ADJUSTMENT AND LOCKING MECHANISM
enables the detectors to be tailored to any user.
- A waterproof lightweight POLO SEARCH-HEAD is fitted for deep probing
and superb stability.

CS440XD

Simple to operate Non-Motion detector
with no compromise on performance.

The CS440XD is simple to operate but there’s no
compromise on the performance. The CS440XD
is a lightweight professional format metal detector
with variable discrimination which will simply eliminate
signals from rubbish targets. Family fun on beach
or inland sites is guaranteed with this neat detector
at a budget price.

CS770XD

Ultimate simplicity Non-Motion detector
Switch on and start detecting. Listen to the loudspeaker
signals. Good targets are high tones. Bad targets give a
low tone. It seems like such a simple idea but isn’t this
every treasure hunter’s dream of a detector?
The CS770XD employs C.Scope’s ‘non-motion’
technology, much favoured by professionals for the
meticulous search technique which is possible with this
style of detector. The CS770XD is such a smart concept,
detectorists at all levels of the hobby swear by it.
The CS770XD can be used for inland and beach use.

If you are looking for an
affordable, user-friendly
‘proper’ leisure metal
detector, then these
detectors are going
to be just the job.
Each one is carefully thought
out for ease of operation
with maximum performance.
C.Scope are the original
metal detectors. A name
you can trust.
Our designs are clever yet
straight forward and based
on over forty years of
concentrated involvement
in the treasure hunting hobby.

CS1MX

Ultimate simplicity with the power of ‘motion’

Ultimate simplicity, automatic retune with the power of
‘motion’ electronics are what makes the CS1MX special.
Like a race tuned engine, the CS1MX is adapted to high
speed detecting with increased depth of detection.
The lightweight and superb balance of the new C.Scope
control box all add to the appeal of this introduction to
power detecting at a seriously low price

Classic Non-Motion
Detectors.
The ideal partners in your quest for information from underground.
Nobody understands the world of treasure hunting like C.Scope.
We’ve been making high performance metal detectors in Britain for more than 40 years. In that time
we have met literally thousands of successful treasure hunters and they have told us about all the features
they like to see in a detector. A lot of detectorists have found that it is the meticulous approach which
gets results.
The CS990XD and CS1220XD non-motion detectors have been developed for this style of detecting
so that anyone can be detecting like a pro with very little practice.

CS990XD

A professional start in metal detecting
The CS990XD can be adjusted to achieve maximum
performance on all ground types. There’s meter and
audio discrimination for effective rejection of rubbish
metal signals.

TOP RANGE FEATURES,
BUDGET LEVEL PRICE
The NON MOTION operating system allows
any sweep speed to be adopted and easy
identiﬁcation of the precise target position.
The CS990XD is a neat combination
of professional features on a budget
priced machine.

REASONS TO CHOOSE THE CS990XD
If you like to get into the science of metal detecting
from the word go the CS990XD puts you in the driving
seat. All the elements of detector operation
are there to adjust for maximum performance.
Amateur and professional archaeologists will go for
the precision of the CS990XD concept. Sifting carefully
through sand or soil in search of the smallest targets
is just the job the CS990XD was designed for.

If you want professional features at a budget price,
the CS990XD is for you.

CS1220XD
Ultimate Non-Motion detector

The CS1220XD has been designed for professional
treasure hunters. We studied the ways that
successful detectorists used their machines
and we incorporated all that we learned
into the CS1220XD.
The result is a 3-Mode operating system reflecting
distinctly different ways of working with the
CS1220XD. G/D MODE is a 2 channel system
which allows you to switch rapidly between a MAX
DEPTH ‘normal’ search pattern and TARGET ID
to check if the target is worth digging.

METER DISC SEARCH Mode operates as if the ‘eyes
and ears’ of the detector are extended ready to deliver
maximum information about the target underground.
The audio channel of the detector operates in maximum
depth while the screen provides information about the
desirability of the object.
METER AND AUDIO DISC MODE offers maximum
target information contained in the audio signal
and on-screen. The intelligent CS1220XD allocates
higher pitched sounds to valuable objects and lower
pitched sounds to undesirable targets. You listen for
the right sound which means treasure underfoot.

REASONS TO CHOOSE THE CS1220XD
With the CS1220XD you buy into the experience
of the hobby’s top detector users. The CS1220XD
is the fast track to successful detecting.
If the methodical approach is the one that suits
your temperament, if that magic CS1220XD target ID
feature appeals (great on typical farmland sites
infested with iron rubbish), then the CS1220XD has to
be the very best choice for the professional detectorist.

The reason why committed CS1220XD users wouldn’t swap
for any other detector lies in the way the machine operates
as an extension of the senses.

FEATURES
& SPECIFICATIONS

CS440XD CS770XD
Simple to operate
Non-Motion detector with no
compromise on performance.

Ultimate simplicity
Non-Motion detector

FEATURES

FEATURES

Variable Tune Control and Retune
button so you can simply adjust
the detector so it works at peak
performance no matter what
the conditions.
Variable Discrimination simply
eliminates signals from rubbish
targets.
Counterbalanced stem with Arm-rest
has been designed for ﬁngertip
control and perfect balance.
Lightweight Control Box ensures the
detector is especially easy on the arm.
Adjustable Stem and locking
mechanism enables the detector
to be quickly and securely tailored
to ﬁt any user.
Waterproof lightweight search-head
is ﬁtted for deep probing
and superb stability.
Internal Loudspeaker.
Headphone socket.

Variable Tune Control and Retune
button so you can simply adjust
the detector so it works at peak
performance no matter what
the conditions.
Audio Discrimination identiﬁes good
targets with a high pitched tone while
less worthwhile ferrous based ﬁnds
are identiﬁed by a low pitched growl.
Beach - Inland Switch optimizes
performance for both inland and
beach use making it an incredibly
good value and versatile detector.
Counterbalanced stem with Arm-rest
has been designed for ﬁngertip
control and perfect balance.
Lightweight Control Box ensures the
detector is especially easy on the arm.
Adjustable Stem and locking
mechanism enables the detector
to be quickly and securely tailored
to ﬁt any user.
Waterproof lightweight search-head
is ﬁtted for deep probing and superb
stability.
Internal Loudspeaker.
Headphone socket.

SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

Operating system:
Non-motion
Operating Frequency:
17kHz
Search-Head:
20cm diameter
submersible ‘polo’ search-head
Battery Power:
1 x PP3
(MN1604, 6LR61)
Typical Battery Life*:
30 hours
Weight: 1.153 kg (including batteries
Guarantee**:
2+3 years
* Depends on usage pattern and
battery type. Alkaline recommended.
** 5 years parts cover.
2 years parts and labour.

Operating system:
Non-motion
Operating Frequency:
17kHz
Search-Head:
20cm diameter
submersible ‘polo’ search-head
Battery Power:
1 x PP3
(MN1604, 6LR61)
Typical Battery Life*:
30 hours
Weight: 1.153 kg (including batteries
Guarantee**:
2+3 years
* Depends on usage pattern and
battery type. Alkaline recommended.
** 5 years parts cover.
2 years parts and labour.

CS1MX

CS990XD CS1220XD

Ultimate simplicity
with the power of ‘motion’

A professional start
in metal detecting

Ultimate Non-Motion detector

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

Motion electronics for excellent
depth detection.
Variable Discrimination simply
eliminates signals from rubbish
targets.
Automatic Retune means less knob
twiddling and more searching.
Sensitivity control to adjust the
detector so it works at peak
performance no matter what
the conditions.
Counterbalanced stem with Arm-rest
has been designed for ﬁngertip
control and perfect balance.
Lightweight Control Box ensures the
detector is especially easy on the arm.
Adjustable Stem and locking
mechanism enables the detector
to be quickly and securely tailored
to ﬁt any user.
Waterproof lightweight search-head
is ﬁtted for deep probing
and superb stability.
Internal Loudspeaker.
3.5mm (1/8”) headphone socket.

Non-Motion search technique for
meticulous detecting.
Audio and Meter Discrimination
offers intelligent target information
on-screen and in audio.
Push Button Retune.
Push button Pinpoint function
allows identiﬁcation of the exact
target location.
Inland and Beach switch.
Counterbalanced stem with Arm-rest
has been designed for ﬁngertip
control and perfect balance.
Lightweight Control Box ensures the
detector is especially easy on the arm.
Quick secure Adjustable Stem
and locking mechanism enables the
detector to be tailored to any user.
Waterproof lightweight search-head
is ﬁtted for deep probing
and superb stability.
Internal Loudspeaker.
6.3mm (1/4”) headphone socket.

Non-Motion search technique for
meticulous detecting.
Three-Mode Operating System.
Push Button Retune.
Audio and Meter Discrimination
with Pre-Sets.
Counterbalanced stem with Arm-rest
has been designed for ﬁngertip
control and perfect balance.
Lightweight Control Box ensures
the detector is especially easy
on the arm.
Quick secure Adjustable Stem
and locking mechanism enables the
detector to be tailored to any user.
Waterproof lightweight search-head
is ﬁtted for deep probing and superb
stability.
Internal Loudspeaker.
6.3mm (1/4”) headphone socket.

SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

Operating system:
Motion
Operating Frequency:
17kHz
Search-Head:
20cm diameter
submersible ‘Polo’ Search Head
Battery Power:
1 x PP3
(MN1604, 6LR61)
Typical Battery Life*:
30 hours
Weight: 1.153 kg (including batteries
Guarantee**:
2+3 years
* Depends on usage pattern and
battery type. Alkaline recommended.
** 5 years parts cover.
2 years parts and labour.

Operating System:
Non-Motion
Operating Frequency:
17kHz
Search-Head:
20cm diameter
submersible ‘Polo’ Search Head
Typical Battery Life*:
30 hours
Weight: 1.57 kg (including batteries)
Guarantee**:
2+3 years
* Depends on usage pattern and
battery type. Alkaline recommended.
** 5 years parts cover.
2 years parts and labour.

Operating System:
Non Motion
Operating Frequency:
17kHz
Search-Head:
20cm diameter
submersible ‘Polo’ Search Head
Typical Battery Life*:
30 hours
Weight: 1.63 kg (including batteries)
Guarantee**:
2+3 years
* Depends on usage pattern and
battery type. Alkaline recommended.
** 5 years parts cover.
2 years parts and labour.
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Designed and manufactured in the UK The quality, ruggedness and perfect lightweight balance of a C.SCOPE detector is second to none.
This quality is allied to C.Scope’s legendary customer service and an unequalled warranty.

FREE

UK mainland
delivery for all online
detector orders

C.SCOPE INTERNATIONAL LTD
Kingsnorth Technology Park
Wotton Road
Ashford
Kent TN23 6LN
United Kingdom
Telephone +44(0)1233 629181
email info@cscope.co.uk

cscope.co.uk

